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PEER REVIEWER COMMENTS: To view the full report from the academic peer reviewer, please see the attached file.

REVIEWER COMMENTS FROM REPORT: This is a prospective audit of IOL across 2 hospitals with good data ascertainmet and interesting results that are applicable locally. The paper is generally well written but would benefit form and English language edit. A few examples include P7 Line 8 Achondroplasia, P7 Line 56 catheter

REQUESTED REVISIONS:

The abstract 'method' should have a little more information about the data gathering method and less about the SPSS analysis which can be covered in the main body of the paper.

I assume PROM is not 'premature' rupture of membranes. It should be 'prolonged' rupture of membranes. This error is repeated in several locations throughout the paper. The word 'setup' is a bit unusual - perhaps institutions or organisations would be a better word.

It would be useful to have the annual delivery rate at the two hospitals stated rather than the population sizes served.

Table 9 - Although a p-value of 1.0 is potentially possible it should probably be 0.9999 to avoid further criticism.

ADDITIONAL REQUESTS/SUGGESTIONS:

see comments above
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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